Many of the questions left open here have since been resolved; see [2] . We start with a review of certain notions from universal algebra which are going to be used in the precise formulation of our problems. We would like to point out at the outset that only the language and very little of the theory of universal algebra seem to enter our work.
Consider a set R of unitary operations defined on a set X, and suppose A is a subset of X. It can be shown that there is a "smallest" set (R: Ay with A £ (R: Ay £ X such that (R: Ay is closed under all operations in R. This is a rough version of the "definition from above" of the set (R: Ay. However, there is an alternative "definition from below" which involves iteration of the operations in R.
We define a sequence of sets A Of A lf recursively so that i=4 0 gi ι g... and A o U A, U = <#: A}. Even though we have a constructive definition of (R: A) it is often very difficult to decide whether a given element x of X is an element of <i2: Ay. Such a situation may lead to a search for a simple characterization of the elements of (R: Ay which avoids the recursive construction. In general, we seek an arithmetic characterization of sets <iϋ: Ay of natural numbers where R is a finite set of unitary linear operations defined on the set of natural numbers, and A is a finite set of natural numbers. Let us introduce some notation from universal algebra and give a precise formulation to our problem. Henceforth, X denotes a set. Let X r , for every natural number r, denote the set of all r-tuples of elements of X. A mapping p which sends X r into X is called an r-ary operation on X, For every Y £ X we put (1) p(Y) = {p(y):yeYr}.
In particular, p(φ) -φ. A finitary operation on X is an r-ary operation on X for some unspecified natural number r. Henceforth, R denotes a set of finitary operations on X. For ΓgX, let A ) for all ^"e £f(R\ A). Because of its importance, we have a special notation for the set A S^(R\ A), namely, (6) <£:A>-
A^(R:A).
This brings us to the first noteworthy result in the theory of universal algebra (see Kurosh [3, ). THEOREM 1. The set 6^{R\ A), ordered by set inclusion, forms a complete lattice with meets and joins defined by (4) and (5) respectively. The greatest element of £^{R: A) is X, and the least element is (R: A) as defined in (6).
The next result provides a construction for (R: A). Proof. Since A U R( Y) S Γ we have i2(A U Λ( F)) S Λ( F) which implies the first assertion. Put S = (R: A> and, for every X' S -3Γ, 9>Z' = A U iϊ(X') Then S is the intersection of all Γgl with X' 2 φX'. Consider one such X'. By definition of S, S S X\ which implies ^S S ^-SΓ' £ X'. Therefore, by definition of S, φS £ S and so 9^S £ 9>S. Again, by definition of S, we have S £ φS so that, finally, S = φS, which is (8).
We introduce the following notation: P ={1,2,3, ...};#= {0,1, 2..-};/= {0,1, -1,2, -2, ...}; [α, 5] ^^ a eJ α^a ^ί)} for a,beJ.
Henceforth, X is assumed to be the set P. We shall also severely limit the scope of the set R. An r-ary operation p on P is said to be linear if there exist numbers α, m 19 , m r such that
for all x lf ' ',x r £P. If α = 0 then /> is said to be homogeneous. Henceforth, unless the contrary is stated, R is assumed to be a finite set of finitary linear operations on P. Usually, the elements of R will be listed explicitly, say in the form R = {p t : i e [1, k] For example, the set [a + dn: ne N}, which forms an arithmetic progression, may be written as a + dN. Sets expressible as a finite union of arithmetic progressions enter our investigations in a natural way. For example, consider the set S = (x + p(x l9 -, x r ): a) where α, r e P, and p is an r-ary operation on P such that, with d -p(a, a, , α), we have ^(α;^ , α; r ) = (l/i, •> ?/r)(mod ώ) whenever ^ = ^(mod d) for ΐ e [1, r] . Under these circumstances all elements of S are congruent to a modulo d, so that
On the other hand, a simple induction on k establishes that a + kde S for all ke N, in view of a 
where ke N and a i9 d^e P for ie [1, ft] . It is easy to see that a set A £ P is a per-set if and only if A = F + dN where F is a finite subset of P and de P. The name "per-set" is used to remind us of the periodicity property of such sets which is expressed in the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. A set A £ P is a per-set if and only if there exists de P such that d + A^ A.
Proof. [1, ft] and n e N it follows that d + i g 4.
(ii) Suppose that A £ P and (ί + 4 g i for some (ίeP. For a ei put /(a?) = min (Af)(x + dJ)). Then the set F = {f(x): xeA} has at most d elements, and if
This completes the proof. We concluded from (ii) that per-sets are the sets of the form F + dN with F finite and deP.
We note For any sets X, Y we say that X is almost contained in Y, and we write if X\F is finite. We say that X and Y are almost equal, and we write
Clearly, the relation <5 is reflexive and transitive, and == is an equivalence relation. The set A £Ξ P is called a near per-set if A is almost equal to a per-set. Thus, a near per-set is a set which is expressible as a finite union of arithmetic progressions, each progression being allowed to be finite or infinite. The set of all near per-set has a structure similar to that of 3? as given in Lemma 2. It is easy to see that a set A Q P is a near per-set if and only if there is d e P such that d -f A £ A. We are now ready to state and prove a result which shows how per-sets enter our theory. 
Proof. Assume A, R Φ φ. There is d e P with i + 4gi
Put
Then S' is finite and
We can write S' in the form S' = {s l9 ••-, sj, such that J GP, and there is me [0, &] , x r ) = a + m^i + + m r x r e R such that p(s λl9 • , S; r ) G s σ + dJ. Then s σ G α + m^^ + .. + m r s^r + cί J; s^ + dN £ S (i G [1, r] ). There are numbers p t e P such that s λ . + d Pf + dΛΓ g S for ί G [1, r] . Then α + Σ ^*s^ + ^Σ w < p 1 + d Σ ™ι N S S. There is g G P such that q + ΛΓ g Σ w^ΛΓ This is a well-known consequence of (m l9 , m r ) = 1. There is ί G / such that α + Σ m ι s k -^σ + id. Now we have
his implies s β + dN £ S. Thus we have proved, by induction, that sx + d-W £ S for each λ e [1, k] . Therefore S' + dΛΓ £ S, and there is a finite set FS S' + dN satisfying (S' + dN)\F £ S £ S' + dN. Then S = (S' + diST)\F' for some ί 7 ' £ F. Since S' + dNe^ it follows from Lemma 2 that Se ^f and Theorem 4 is proved.
It is worth noting that if the set <J?': A'> contains an infinite arithmetic progression, and R r contains a nonempty set R satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 4, then <i2': A'} contains a nonempty perset but possibly may not be equal to a per-set.
Before going on to special cases of sets of the form {R: A} we prove one more fairly general result concerning the multiplicative structure of sets (R: A). For the moment we drop the requirement that the elements of R be linear operations. An r-ary operation p on R is now said to be homogeneous if
for all a, x l9 , x r e P. We shall show that under certain conditions the set (R: A) is closed under multiplication. THEOREM , n k e P. These are sets generated by unary linear operations on P. In § 3 we study the sets (mx + wy: 1> with in, ne P. The cases (m, w) = 1 and (m, π) > 1 differ significantly and are treated separately; most of our results relate to the case (m, n) = 1.
Let i£P, and let R be a set of homogeneous operations on P. Put S = (R:A). Then AigS implies SSg=S. In particular, if A = {1}, then SS = S. For all sets T, AT £ S implies R(AT) = AR(T) S S. Γtes, A A S S implies AS
2» Sets generated by unary linear operations* A unary linear operation on P is a function of the form ^(α;) = mx + w with me P and ne N. Throughout this section we deal exclusively with sets (R: A) where A S P and R is a set of unary linear operations on P, finite except possibly in Theorem 8. We may suppose, without loss of generality, that R does not contain the identity operation. If R contains an element x + d with de P then (R: A) is a per-set. We note that for unary operations (1) <R: A} = U <R: a) .
Hence, it is natural to focus attention on the case when A contains exactly one element. The problem treated in this section is to find a satisfactory arithmetic characterization of the elements of a set of the form
where Jc, a, m % -1 e P and n^N for i e [1, k] . The case k = 1 in (2) is particularly easy. We have to consider the set (mx -f n: α) with m -1 e P; ne N; ae P. Using the construction given in Theorem 2 we find
Thus, the set (mx + w: a> has the form G -r, where G is a geometric progression with positive rational terms, and τ is a positive rational number. This procedure can be carried out for arbitrary k in (2) and shows that the elements of (2) are precisely the numbers of the form 3 where t e N; μ x = m^( ί) ; ^ = ^( <) ; λ(l), , λ(ί) 6 [1, k\. This characterization, though not very satisfactory in itself, is often a step towards something better. For example, the next theorem is an immediate consequence of (3). Proof. The set corresponding to ί = 0 on the right of (4) is to be interpreted as {a}. Let te P. In (3) put μ 1 -= μ t = m. We note that each ^ ranges over the set b + ώ[0, A; -1]. Thus, in our case all the numbers of the form (3) comprise the set
for each te N. This establishes (4). We can derive an interesting corollary from this theorem with the help of the following lemma which deals with representation of numbers in the m-ary number system. (6) is the result. For a future application we note that (6) remains true if a -0.
Our next result shows that if in Theorem 6 the number ft is sufficiently large with respect to given values of α, 6, d, m, then the set (6) is a near per-set, and under certain conditions even a per-set. 
Proof. Define, for teN,
It follows that 
U^LJ U (α(t + TO) + d[0, (fc -l)(m t+rj -l)/(m -1)]) . t = q jeN
Now choose a fixed ί 6 [?, 9 + r -1] and consider the set
which, as we know, is a subset of a(t) + dN. In fact, the set corresponding to a fixed j in (12) is a block of consecutive elements of the arithmetic progression a(t) + dN. We want to show that the set (12) is almost equal to a(t) + dN, i.e., that neighboring blocks in (12) abut or overlap for all large values of j. To achieve this it suffices to make k so large that
) ^ a(t + rj + r) -d
for all large j. But (13) is equivalent to a condition of the form
where δ, -* 0 as j -> oo. Thus, if j is sufficiently large, the right hand side of (14) is less than
say. Hence, if k ^ ιc\ and t e [q, q + r -1] then the set (12) is contained in, and almost equal to, a(t) + dN. By combining this result with (11) we obtain (15) S = 'ij 1 (a(t) + dN) .
t = q
If d divides a(t) -α(0) for some ί e P, so that g = 0, then S is actually contained in the set on the right of (15), because in this case the set U (t e [0, g -1]) on the right of (11) is the empty set. Hence we conclude that S is a near per-set provided k ^ ιc' 9 and a per-set if k^ κ f and if d divides a(t) -α(0) for some te P. This completes the proof, except that we still have to show that k ^ tz r implies the condition k^m which we imposed just before (11). In fact we have, since
which completes the proof of Theorem 7. By using (1) and (6) one can obtain results similar to Theorem 7 concerning sets of the form
with A and {b u •••,&*} finite arithmetic progressions. So far, we have not found any other class of sets of the form im t x + n t {i e [1, k] ): A} which have a simple or interesting arithmetic structure. For example, we have studied the set S = <2x + 1, 3a; + 1:1> which seems to be fairly complicated.
P. Erdόs has kindly communicated to us the essentials of a result which shows that for certain sets R of unary linear operations and certain sets A the set <J?: A} has density zero and is therefore neither Proof. Put Σ (i e I)mΓ = 1 -δ, so that 0 < δ < 1. For t e N denote by L(t) the set of all mappings λ: [1, r] ->I with some unspecified r 6 N, such that m Ml) m ?Λ2) m ; . (r) ^ £. We now prove that, for all t e N, The truth of Conjecture 2 is not enough to prove that (mx + ny: 1> is a per-set. In fact, R. Graham has shown that (3x + Zy: 1> is not a near per-set, but it is easy to prove that 36 + 45ΛΓ is contained in this set. Evidence in favor of Conjecture 2 is given in Theorem 12 in which it is shown that (mx + ny: 1> contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions for all m, ne P. This is an interesting result because it can be shown in a way similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 7 that if (m, n) -1, and (jnx + ny: 1> contains a sufficiently long arithmetic progression, then (mx + ny: 1) is a perset. The sufficiency of the length of the progression depends on m, n, the size of the initial term, and the common difference of the terms of the progression. Now we present our results.
In order to exhibit the essentially very simple idea behind our next result we temporarily abandon our restriction to linear operations on P and readmit general operations on J. We also introduce the convention that if x denotes a vector of any dimension, with components Xt e J, then x -t denotes the vector with components x t -t. In what follows vectors x, #, z, w are assumed to have the appropriate dimensions. 
a Pi (λ(w -a'ή + a' = /3σ t (±(w -0')) + β' .
Proof. Put
On account of symmetry it suffices to prove that the left hand side of (1) is contained in the right hand side of (1) REMARK. This is the case a = 0; δ = 1 of (5). But, since Q is a per-set, and (m ίf , m r ) = (m ly , m r9 n ί9 , w.) = 1, Theorem 4 applies, and we can conclude that T is a per-set. This completes the proof.
A simple special case of the next result is crucial for the proof of Theorem 11. However, the reader is referred to [1] for a proof of a more general result. where r denotes the order of 2 modulo n, and the symbol = was defined in § 1.
Proof. Using the Second Corollary of Theorem 9, we have (9) (2x + ny: 1> = 1 + (n + l)<2α? + ny + 1:0} .
From now on we work with the set T = (2x + ny + 1:0}; also, let
where r denotes the order of 2 modulo n. Note that Since R S T, we have
But w divides 2 r -1, so | [0, 2 2r -: -1] | ^ n; also, (2, w) = 1. Thus, Lemma 4 applies to the linear combination of intervals which appears on the right in (12), so we can conclude that
where a tι = 2 rί+ί + % -2; 6 W = (n + l)2 rί+ί + 2 2r -2n -2. Let ί be fixed, teN.
The Here we have implicitly used Lemma 5 which we will state and prove at the conclusion of this proof. Hence, (18) holds also for i + 1, and this means (18) A result which supercedes Theorem 11 has now been proved; namely, if m, ne P, with (m, n) = 1, then <1 + mx + ny: 0> contains almost all positive elements of the residue classes it enters modulo mn. In order to prove this result, the fact that <1 + mx + ny: 0> is a periodic set with period (m + n + l)m ι n ι for some large number I has been used. This result is proved in [2] .
